...proceeded immediately by the railroad to New York. This hotel is a very nice place and provides with a great many beautifully decorated rooms at the rest of the town.

I was the first pretty large hotel down I met with, since I left the last in January last. Indeed, in my great excitation (when I saw) upon looking at the nice houses, the exterior of which, very much impressed me in its favor, as well for the extreme cleanliness of the windows as the finely painted doors.

Having taken some refreshments at this I left off for times...

...how swiftly the railroad ages might project it seemed to me, that they were going on at a slow rate, for my impatience was very great. By building the road away from it the engineers have been labouring under and troubling themselves with many difficulties, obliged as they were to dig the road through high hills and to continue again. The canon, high hills, ever deep abysses.

Two hours and a half riding brought us to the metropolis gate. I hired a hackney coach and got myself conducted to the coach house in called City Hall. I highly respect it.